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Abstract With the development of the wireless communication technology and the popularity of mobile
devices, the mobile wireless network (MWN) has been widely used in our daily life. Through the access point
(AP), users could access the Internet anytime and anywhere using their mobile devices. Therefore, MWNs can
bring much convenience to us. Due to the limitation of AP’s coverage, the seamless handover frequently occurs
in practical applications. How to guarantee the user’s privacy and security and identify the real identity when
he/she brings harm to the system becomes very challenging. To achieve such goals, many anonymous handover
authentication (AHA) protocols have been proposed in the last several years. However, most of them have high
computation costs because mobile nodes need to carry out the bilinear pairing operations or the hash-to-point
operations. Besides, most of them cannot satisfy some critical requirements, such as non-traceability and perfect
forward secrecy. In this paper, we ﬁrst outline the security requirements of AHA protocols, and then propose a
new AHA protocol to eliminate weaknesses existing in previous AHA protocols. Based on the hardness of two
famous mathematical problems, we demonstrate that the proposed AHA protocol is secure against diﬀerent kinds
of attacks and can meet a variety of security requirements. It can be seen from the details of implementations
that the proposed AHA protocol also has much less computation cost than three latest AHA protocols.
Keywords mobile wireless network, handover authentication, anonymity, conditional privacy preservation,
provable security
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Introduction

With the popularity of mobile devices in our daily life, we would like to process more and more transactions using mobile applications installed in mobile devices through the mobile wireless network (MWN).
Subsequently, MWNs attract a lot of attention from both academia and industry [1, 2]. The MWN consists of a number of mobile nodes (MNs), a lot of access points (APs) and an authentication server (AS),
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where MNs (such as mobile phone and laptop) have limited resources (such as storage, computation and
communication capabilities) [3–5] and APs have powerful resources.
Because of the movement of MNs and the limited geographical coverage of APs, the handover occurs
frequently when we enjoy services provided by MWNs. To guarantee only registered MNs access MWNs
and stop illegal access from the adversaries, some security tools are required urgently to implement secure
handover. The anonymous handover authentication (AHA) protocol is very suitable for achieving this
goal because it could get mutual authentication between MN and AP and produce a session key for secure
communication between them [6,7]. Regardless of the details of implementation, a typical scenario of the
handover is demonstrated in Figure 1.
Assume the ith mobile node MNi leaves the geographical coverage of the current access point APj−1
and enters in the geographical coverage of the new access point APj . In this scenarios, the AHA protocol
should be executed by MNi and APj . If the handover authentication between them is executed successfully, MNi is allowed to access MWNs through APj , at the same time they generate a new session key
to protect their private communication in wireless channel; otherwise, APj rejects MNi ’s access request.
To design an eﬃcient and secure AHA protocol for MWN, three challenges should be considered
carefully. First, the AHA protocol should have lightweight computation and communication costs at the
side of the mobile side because it has limited computation and communication capabilities. Second, the
AHA protocol should have high security level because the openness of wireless communication results in
more various attacks. At last, the AHA protocol should provide privacy protection because the leakage
of privacy information may result in serious crimes. To ensure secure communication in MWNs, many
AHA protocols have been put forward in the last several years.
1.1

Related work

AHA protocol can be implemented using the traditional public key cryptography (TPKC) based on the
public key infrastructure (PKI) [8]. Choi and Jung [9] proposed an AHA protocol using TPKC for MWNs.
Later, several AHA protocols using TPKC were proposed to improve performance [10–12]. In those AHA
protocols [9–12], each participant has a certiﬁcate to bind its identity and public key, where the certiﬁcate
is produced by a trusted third party called the certiﬁcate authority (CA). However, those AHA protocols
suﬀer from the following three weaknesses: (1) CA has to put extra eﬀort to store, maintain and update
those certiﬁcates. The task becomes more and more diﬃcult with the increase of participants’ number.
(2) MN and AP have to verify the validity of the other party’s certiﬁcate. This results in great increase of
MN and AP’s computation cost. (3) MN and AP transmit their certiﬁcates to each other in the process
of handover authentication. This results in great increase of MN and AP’s communication cost.
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To solve above problems, a lot of AHA protocols using the identity-based public key cryptography
were proposed in the last several years. The identities of MN and AP in those protocols [13–21] are
their public keys and the corresponding private keys are generated by AS according to their identities.
Therefore, no certiﬁcate is needed in such protocols. He et al. [13] proposed the ﬁrst AHA protocol
for MWNs using the identity-based public key cryptography. Compared with previous protocols, He et
al.’s AHA protocol has much better performance. However, He et al. found that their AHA protocol
suﬀers from the key compromised problem, i.e., the adversary could extract MN’s private key using the
intercepted message [14]. They also proposed a simple countermeasure to solve the serious problem.
Unfortunately, Yeo et al. [15] pointed out that He et al.’s improved AHA protocol [14] still suﬀers from
the key compromised problem. However, Yeo et al. did not give any countermeasure to address the
problem.
Li et al. [19] presented an eﬃcient AHA protocol using the elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). Unfortunately, Xie et al. [20] pointed out that Li et al.’s AHA protocol is not secure against the impersonation
attack. To address the serious security weakness, Xie et al. proposed an improved AHA protocol using
ECC. Later, Fu et al. [21] presented a new AHA protocol to stop the malicious server extracting the
user’s identity. However, the three AHA protocols [19–21] do not support batch veriﬁcation and are not
suitable for practical applications.
To improve security, Tsai et al. [16] proposed a new AHA protocol using the bilinear pairing. Wang and
Hu [17] proposed a valid attack to show that He et al.’s protocol [14] suﬀers from the key compromised
problem. To enhance security, Wang and Hu [17] also presented an improved AHA protocol. Recently,
we also proposed a new attack again He et al.’s AHA protocol to show their protocol suﬀers from the key
compromised problem and proposed an improved AHA protocol to enhance security [18].
Although the above AHA protocols [13–18] can address problems existing in traditional AHA protocols,
they still have the following weaknesses: (1) the performance of those protocols is not satisfactory because
some very complicated operations (such as bilinear pairing operation) are carried out by the mobile nodes.
(2) the security of those protocols is not strong enough because the adversary can retrieve all previous
session keys once he has got MN or AP’s private key; (3) a very large storage space is needed by the
user’s mobile device because multiple pseudo-identities and corresponding private keys should be stored
to ensure the user’s anonymity; (4) the adversary can track the user’s behavior according to the constant
pseudo-identity used in the process of handover authentication.
1.2

Our contribution

To solve problems existing in previous AHA protocols based on identity-based public key cryptography,
we propose a new AHA protocol with provable security. Compared with related AHA protocols, the
proposed AHA protocol has much less computation cost at MN’s side and has better security attributes
at the cost of increasing communication cost slightly. To be speciﬁc, the major contributions of this paper
are threefold.
• First, we outline the security requirements of the AHA protocol for MWNs, and propose a new AHA
protocol for MWNs with batch veriﬁcation.
• Second, we present a detailed security analysis of the proposed AHA protocol to demonstrate that
it is secure and can meet security requirements.
• Finally, we present an analysis of the computation cost of the proposed AHA protocol and related
AHA protocols to demonstrate that it has better performance.
1.3

Organization of the paper

The remainder content of this paper is summarized as below. We present the background of the bilinear
pairing, network model, and security and function requirements in Section 2. The proposed AHA protocol
is presented in Section 3. We present the security analysis and the performance evaluation of the proposed
AHA protocol in Sections 4 and 5 respectively. We make the conclusion in Section 6.
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Preliminaries
Bilinear pairing

Let G1 be an additive group with the prime order q and a generator P . Let G2 be a multiplicative group
with the same order. We say a map e : G1 × G1 → G2 is a bilinear pairing if it satisﬁes the following
three conditions:
(1) Bilinear. For any two random elements Q, R ∈ G1 and any two random elements a, b ∈ Zq∗ , we
have e(a · Q, b · R) = e(Q, R)a·b .
(2) Non-degeneracy. There is an element Q ∈ G1 such that e(Q, Q) ̸= 1G2 .
(3) Computability. For any two random elements Q, R ∈ G1 , e(Q, R) can be calculated eﬃciently.
It is well known that no probabilistic polynomial time algorithm can solve the following mathematical
problems.
Discrete logarith (DL) problem. Given x · P ∈ G1 (g x ∈ G2 ), the task of the DL problem is
computing x ∈ Zq∗ , where x is an unknown number.
Computational diﬃe-Hellman (CDH) problem. Given x · P, y · P ∈ G1 (g x , g y ∈ G2 ), the task
of the CDH problem is computing x · y · P ∈ G1 (g x·y ∈ G2 ), where x, y ∈ Zq∗ are two unknown numbers.
Modiﬁed bilinear inverse diﬃe-Hellman with k values (k-mBIDH) problem [22]. Given
1
1
1
P, y · P ∈ G1 z · P ∈ G1 , α1 , α2 , . . . , αk ∈ Zq∗ , y+α
· P, y+α
· P, . . . , y+α
· P , the task of the k-mBIDH
1
2
k
z

problem is computing e(P, P ) y+α for some α ∈
/ {α1 , α2 , . . . , αk }.
2.2

Network model

We consider the network model shown in Figure 2 for an AHA protocol for MWNs. There are three
participants in the network model: the authentication server AS, the ith mobile node MNi and the jth
access point APj .
AS. It denotes a trusted third party and is responsible for generating system parameters and private
keys of MNi and APj .
MNi . It denotes a mobile device equipped with wireless communication module, through which the
user could access MWNs wirelessly.
APj . It denotes an access point connected to the Internet, through which MNi could access MWNs
and enjoy a lot of services.
In the system setup phase, AS generates the systems parameters and the private keys of MNi and APj
according to their identities. Then, MNi and APj can authenticate the other participant and shared a
session key using their privates keys.
2.3

Security requirements

The adversary in MWNs is able to control the communication channel between MNi and APj easily
because they exchange messages wirelessly [5, 23, 24]. To guarantee secure communication, the AHA
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protocol should be able to satisfy some security and function attributes and withstand various attacks.
Based on previous work, we summarize that a AHA protocol should meet the following security requirements [12, 13, 16–18].
(1) Mutual authentication. To guarantee only authorized users could access Internet services
through MWNs, a AHA protocol should provide mutual authentication between MNi and APj .
(2) User anonymity. To protect the user’s privacy, a AHA protocol should be able to provide user
anonymity, i.e., the adversary including malicious access point cannot extract MNi ’s real identity through
intercepted messages.
(3) Non-traceability. To protect the user’s location privacy, a AHA protocol should be able to provide
non-traceability, i.e., the adversary including the malicious access point cannot trace MNi ’s behavior.
(4) Conditional privacy preservation. To punish the user when he/she brings some harm to MWNs,
a AHA protocol should be able to provide conditional privacy preservation, i.e., only the authentication
server can extract MNi ’s real identity.
(5) Session key establishment. To share private key for secure communication, a AHA protocol
should be able to provide session key establishment, i.e., a session key is generated between MNi and
APj after executing the protocol.
(6) Perfect forward secrecy. To protect the security of the session key, a AHA protocol should be
able to provide perfect forward secrecy, i.e., the adversary cannot extract the session key produced in
previous session even he/she gets both private keys of MNi and APj .
(7) Attack resistance. Due to the open environment, the handover authentication protocol is susceptible to various attacks such as the impersonation attack, the replay attack, the modiﬁcation attack,
the stolen veriﬁer table attack and the man-in-the-middle attack [25–29]. To ensure secure communication in MWNs, it is required that a handover authentication protocol should be able to withstand those
aforementioned attacks.

3

The proposed anonymous handover authentication protocol

Based on He et al.’s authentication protocol for multi-server architectures [30] and Shim’s authentication
protocol for vehicular sensor networks [31], we construct a new AHA protocol for MWNs to address
problems existing in previous AHA protocols.
There are three participants in the proposed AHA protocol, i.e., a mobile node MNi , an access point
APj and the authentication server AS. The proposed AHA protocol consists of ﬁve phases: the system
initialization phase, the mobile node registration phase, the access point registration phase, the handover
authentication phase and the bath veriﬁcation phase. The details of those phases are presented as follows.
3.1

System initialization phase

In this phase, AS produces the system parameters and the system private key. The following steps are
carried out in this phase.
(1) AS selects a large prime number q, an additive group G1 with the order q and a multiplicative
group G2 with the same order.
(2) AS selects two generator P, Q of the group G1 , a bilinear pairing e : G1 × G1 → G2 and computes
g = e(P, P ).
(3) AS selects two random numbers x, y ∈ Zq∗ , computes PX = x · P, PY = y · P and sets {PX , PY } as
the system public key.
(4) AS selects seven secure hash functions ĥ, h1 , . . . , h6 , where ĥ : {0, 1} → {0, 1}l and hi : {0, 1} →
∗
Zq (i = 1, . . . , 6).
(5) AS publishes the system parameters {q, G1 , G2 , P, Q, g, PX , PY , H, ĥ, h1 , . . . , h6 } and saves the system private key {x, y} securely.
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MNi

AS

Choose IDMNi ;
′ i ∈ Z *q ;
Generate rMN
′ i = rMN
′ i ⋅ P;
RMN

{IDMNi , R′MNi }

′′ i ∈ Z *q ;
Generate rMN
′′ i = rMN
′′ i ⋅ P;
RMN
RMNi = R′MNi + R′MN i;
PIDMNi = h1 (R MNi , x ) ⊕ ID MN i;

α MN = h2 ( PID MN , R MN );
i

{PIDMNi , R′′MNi , s′MN i}

i

i

′ i = rMN
′′ i + α MNi ⋅ x mod q;
sMN

RMNi = R′MNi + R′MN i;
′ i + s′MN i mod q;
sMNi = rMN
Save {PIDMNi , RMNi , s MN i};

Figure 3

Mobile node registration phase.

APj

AS

Choose IDAPj ;

{IDAPj }

{S APj }

S APj =

1
⋅ P;
y + h3 ( IDAPj )

Save S APj ;

Figure 4

3.2

Access point registration phase.

Mobile node registration phase

In this phase, MNi with the identity IDMNi registers in AS to get its private key. Figure 3 shows the
steps should be executed in this phase.
′
′
′
= rMN
·P
(1) MNi picks its identity IDMNi , chooses a random number rMN
∈ Zq∗ , computes RMN
i
i
i
′
and sends {IDMNi , RMNi } identity to AS.
′′
′′
′′
′
′′
(2) AS picks a random number rMN
∈ Zq∗ and computes RMN
= rMN
· P , RMNi = RMN
+ RMN
,
i
i
i
i
i
′
′′
PIDMNi = h1 (RMNi , x) ⊕ IDMNi , αMNi = h2 (PIDMNi , RMNi ) and sMNi = rMNi + αMNi · x mod q. At last,
′′
AS sends {PIDMNi , RMN
, s′MNi } to MNi through a secure channel.
i
′
′′
′
(3) MNi computes RMNi = RMN
+RMN
, sMNi = rMN
+s′MNi mod q and saves {PIDMNi , RMNi , sMNi }
i
i
i
secretly.
3.3

Access point registration phase

In this phase, APj with the identity IDAPj registers in AS to get its private key. Figure 4 shows the steps
should be executed in this phase.
(1) APj sends its identity IDAPj to AS.
1
(2) AS computes SAPj = y+h3 (ID
· P . At last, AS sends {SAPj } to APj through a secure channel.
AP )
(3) APj keeps {SAPj } secretly.
3.4

j

Handover authentication phase

In this phase, MNi with the identity IDMNi moves into the coverage of APj with the identity IDAPj ,
they will authenticate the other participant and produce a session key for secure communication between
them. Figure 5 shows the steps should be executed in this phase.
(1) MNi selects two random numbers aMNi , tMNi ∈ Zq∗ and computes AMNi = aMNi · P , βMNi =
h4 (IDAPj , PIDMNi , RMNi , AMNi , TSMNi ), BMNi = (sMNi + βMNi · aMNi ) · Q, CMNi = g tMNi , DMNi =
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APj

MNi
Generate aMNi , t MN i ∈ Zq* ;
AMNi = a MNi ⋅ P;

β MN = h4 ( IDAP , PIDMN , R MN , AMN , TS MN );
i

j

i

i

i

i

BMNi = ( sMNi + β MNi ⋅ a MNi ) ⋅ Q;
t

CMNi = g MNi ;
DMN i = t MNi ⋅ ( PY + h2 ( ID APj ) ⋅ P);
EMNi = h$ (C MNi ) ⊕ ( PID MNi , RMNi , AMNi , B MNi );
{DMNi , EMNi , TSMNi}

Check TS MNi ;
CMNi = e( SAPj , DMNi );
( PIDMNi , RMNi , A MNi , B MNi ) = h$ (C MN i ) ⊕ E MNi ;

α MN = h2 ( PID MN , R MN );
i

i

i

β MN = h4 ( IDAP , PIDMN , RMN , A MN ,TS MN );
i

j

i

i

i

i

?

Checke ( BMNi , P) =
e( RMNi + α MNi ⋅ PX + β MNi ⋅ A MNi , Q);
Genearate t APj ∈ Z q* ;
C APj = g

t APj

t AP

; K APj = C MNj i ;

Auth = h5 ( DMN i , EMN i ,TSMN i , CMN i , C AP j , K AP j );
{C APj , Auth}

sk AP j = h6 ( PIDMN i , IDAP j , CMN i , CAP j , K AP j );

t

K MNi = CAPMNj i ;
?

Check Auth = h5 ( DMNi , EMN i , TSMN i , C MN i , CAP j , KMN i );
sk APj = h6 ( PIDMN i , IDAP j , CMN i , CAP j , KMN i );;

Figure 5

Handover authentication phase.

tMNi · (PY + h3 (IDAPj ) · P ) and EMNi = ĥ(CMNi ) ⊕ (PIDMNi , RMNi , AMNi , BMNi ), where TSMNi is the
current timestamp. At last, MN sends the login message {DMNi , EMNi , TSMNi } to APj .
(2) After receiving the login message {DMNi , EMNi , TSMNi }, AP checks if TSMNi is fresh. If not, APj
rejects the process; otherwise, APj computes CMNi = e(SAPj , DMNi ), (PIDMNi , RMNi , AMNi , BMNi ) =
ĥ(CMNi ) ⊕ EMNi , αMNi = h1 (PIDMNi , RMNi ) and βMNi = h4 (IDAPj , PIDMNi , RMNi , AMNi , TSMNi ). APj
checks if e(BMNi , P ) and e(RMNi + αMNi · PX + βMNi · AMNi , Q) are equal. If not, APj rejects the
tAP

session; otherwise, APj selects a random number tAPj ∈ Zq∗ and computes CAPj = g tAPj , KAPj = CMNij ,
Auth = h5 (DMNi , EMNi , TSMNi , CMNi , CAPj , KAPj ) and skAPj = h6 (PIDMNi , IDAPj , CMNi , CAPj , KAPj ).
At last, APj sends {CAPj , Auth} to MNi .
tMN

(3) After receiving the response message {CAPj , Auth}, MN computes KMNi = CAPj i and checks if
the equation Auth = h5 (DMNi , EMNi , TSMNi , CMNi , CAPj , KMNi ) holds. If not, APj rejects the process;
otherwise, MN computes the session key skMNi = h6 (PIDMNi , IDAPj , CMNi , CAPj , KMNi ).
′
′
′′
′′
′
′′
Due to PX = x · P , PY = y · P , RMN
= rMN
· P , RMN
= rMN
· P , RMNi = RMN
+ RMN
,
i
i
i
i
i
i
1
′
′′
′
′
sMNi = rMNi + αMNi · x mod q, sMNi = rMNi + sMNi mod q, SAPj = y+h3 (IDAP ) · P , AMNi = aMNi · P ,
j

BMNi = (sMNi + βMNi · aMNi ) · Q, CMNi = g tMNi , DMNi = tMNi · (PY + h2 (IDAPj ) · P ) and CAPj = g tAPj ,
we can get the following three equations:
(
)
1
e(SAPj , DMNi ) = e
· P, tMNi · (PY + h3 (IDAPj ) · P )
y + h3 (IDAPj )
(
)
1
=e
· P, tMNi · (y · P + h3 (IDAPj ) · P )
y + h3 (IDAPj )
= e(P, P )

1
·t
·(y+h3 (IDAPj ))
y+h2 (IDAP ) MNi
j
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= g tMNi = CMNi ,

(1)

e(BMNi , P ) = e((sMNi + βMNi · aMNi ) · Q, P )
= e((sMNi + βMNi · aMNi ) · P, Q)
′
= e((rMN
+ s′MNi + βMNi · aMNi ) · P, Q)
i
′
′′
= e((rMN
+ rMN
+ αMNi · x + βMNi · aMNi ) · P, Q)
i
i
′
′′
= e(rMN
· P + rMN
· P + αMNi · x · P + βMNi · aMNi · P, Q)
i
i
′
′′
+ RMN
+ αMNi · PX + βMNi · AMNi , Q)
= e(RMN
i
i

= e(RMNi + αMNi · PX + βMNi · AMNi , Q),

(2)

and
tAP

tMN

KAPj = CMNij = (g tMNi )tAPj = (g tAPj )tMNi = CAPj i = KMNi .

(3)

According to the above equations, the validity of the proposed AHA protocol is analyzed correctly.
3.5

Bath veriﬁcation phase

With the increase of mobile nodes’ number, the access point APj will receive a lot of login messages
simultaneously. To improve the performance, the proposed protocol is able to provide batch veriﬁcation.
Given n login messages {DMNi , EMNi , TSMNi } (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), APj runs the following process to verify
the valid of those login messages simultaneously.
(1) APj computes CMNi = e(SAPj , DMNi ), (PIDMNi , RMNi , AMNi , BMNi ) = ĥ(CMNi ) ⊕ EMNi , αMNi =
h1 (PIDMNi , RMNi ) and βMNi = h3 (IDAPj , PIDMNi , RMNi , AMNi , TSMNi ), where i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
∑n
∑n
∑n
∑n
(2) APj checks if e( i=1 BMNi , P ) and e( i=1 RMNi + ( i=1 αMNi ) · PX + i=1 (βMNi · AMNi ), Q).
If not, APj rejects the session;
′
′
′′
′′
′
′′
Due to PX = x · P , PY = y · P , RMN
= rMN
· P , RMN
= rMN
· P , RMNi = RMN
+ RMN
,
i
i
i
i
i
i
1
′
′′
′
′
sMNi = rMNi + αMNi · x mod q, sMNi = rMNi + sMNi mod q, SAPj = y+h3 (IDAP ) · P , AMNi = aMNi · P ,
j

BMNi = (sMNi + βMNi · aMNi ) · Q, CMNi = g tMNi , DMNi = tMNi · (PY + h2 (IDAPj ) · P ) and CAPj = g tAPj ,
we can get the following equation:
(∑
)
(∑
)
(∑
)
n
n
n
e
BMNi , P = e
((sMNi + βMNi · aMNi ) · Q), P = e
((sMNi + βMNi · aMNi ) · P ), Q
i=1

i=1

i=1

(∑
)
n
′
′
=e
((rMNi + sMNi + βMNi · aMNi ) · P ), Q
i=1

)
(∑
n
′
′′
((rMN
+
r
+
α
·
x
+
β
·
a
)
·
P
),
Q
=e
MNi
MNi
MNi
MNi
i
i=1

(∑
)
n
′
′′
=e
(rMNi · P + rMNi · P + αMNi · x · P + βMNi · aMNi · P ), Q
i=1

(∑
)
n
′
′′
=e
(RMNi + RMNi + αMNi · PX + βMNi · AMNi ), Q
i=1

(∑
)
n
=e
(RMNi + αMNi · PX + βMNi · AMNi ), Q
i=1

(∑
)
n
n
n
∑
∑
=e
RMNi +
(αMNi · PX ) +
(βMNi · AMNi ), Q
i=1

i=1

i=1

(∑
)
n
n
n
∑
∑
=e
RMNi + (
αMNi ) · PX +
(βMNi · AMNi ), Q .
i=1

i=1

i=1

Therefore, the proposed AHA protocol is able to provide the function of batch veriﬁcation.

(4)
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Security analysis

In this section, the security analysis of our proposed AHA protocol for MWNs is presented. First, we
present a security model for AHA protocols based on previous work. Second, we prove that our proposed
AHA protocol is secure based on the hardness of two famous mathematical problems. Third, we show the
proposed AHA protocol can satisfy security requirements listed in Section 2. At last, we present security
comparisons among related AHA protocol.
4.1

Security model

Based on previous security models [22, 30], we deﬁne the security model for the proposed AHA protocol
as below. There are two participants in the handover authentication phase of an AHA protocol: a
mobile node MNi ∈ MobileNode and an access point APj ∈ AccessPoint. Both MNi and APj get from
their secret keys from the authentication server AS. Let A and Πφ
Γ be a probabilistic polynomial-time
adversary and φth instance of a participant Γ respectively, where Γ is a mobile node or an access point.
The security of an AHA protocol is deﬁned by a game played between the adversary A and a simulator
S. The following queries will be made by the adversary in the game.
• H(m). S maintains a list LH consisting of tuples (m, Rm ), where LH is initialized empty. S ﬁrst
checks if a tuple (m, Rm ) exists in the list LH when he receives a query with the message m. If yes, S
transmits Rm to A; otherwise, S picks a random element Rm ∈ G1 , inserts (m, Rm ) into the list LH and
returns Rm to A.
• hi (m). S maintains a list Lhi consisting of tuples (m, rm ), where Lhi is initialized empty and
i = 1, 2, 3, 4. S ﬁrst checks whether a tuple (m, rm ) exists in the list Lhi when he receives a query with
the message m. If it exists, S returns rm to A; otherwise, S selects a random element rm ∈ Zq∗ , inserts
(m, rm ) into the list Lhi and returns rm to A.
• CreateMN(IDMNi ). S generates MNi ’s private key according to its identity IDMNi .
• CreateAP(IDAPj ). S generates APj ’s private key according to its identity IDAPj .
• Send(Πφ
Γ , m). S executes corresponding steps in the AHA protocol when it receives the message m
and outputs corresponding message.
φ
• Reveal(Πφ
Γ ). S transmits the session key produced in ΠΓ to A.
• CorruptMN(IDMNi ). S returns MNi ’s private key to A.
• CorruptAP(IDAPj ). S returns APj ’s private key to A.
φ
• Test(Πφ
Γ ). S ﬂips a coin b ∈ {0, 1}. If b = 1, S outputs ΠΓ ’s session key; otherwise, S outputs a
random number.
We say an adversary A can violate MN-to-AP (AP-to-MN) authentication of an AHA protocol Ψ
if A can forage a legal request (response) message. Let EMN-to-AP and EAP-to-MN denote the events
that A can violate MN-to-AP authentication and AP-to-MN authentication respectively. The advantage
that the adversary can violate the authentication of the AHA protocol Ψ is deﬁned as AdvMA
Ψ (A) =
Pr[EMN-to-AP ] + Pr[EAP−to−MN ].
Deﬁnition 1 (MA-secure). We say an AHA protocol Ψ is MA-secure if AdvMA
Ψ (A) is negligible for any
a polynomial-time adversary A.
The concatenation of all messages sent and received by the instance Γφ is called its session identiﬁcation.
We say the instance Γφ is accepted when it receives the ﬁnal message and turns into some intended status.
ϕ
Besides, we say two instances MNφ
i and APj are partnered if all the following three conditions hold
ϕ
φ
ϕ
simultaneously: (1) MNφ
i and APj are accepted; (2) MNi and APj have the same session identiﬁcation;
φ
ϕ
(3) MNi and APj are the partner of the other party. We say an instance Γφ is fresh if all the following
three conditions hold: (1) Γφ is accepted; (2) neither Γφ nor its partner is made a Reveal query; (3)
neither Γφ nor its partner is made a Corrupt query.
Let Succ(A) denote the event that A could guess the coin b correctly. A’s advantage against the
(A) = |2 · Pr[Succ(A)] − 1|.
indistinguishability of an AHA protocol is deﬁned as AdvAKE
Ψ
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Deﬁnition 2 (AKE-secure). We say that an AHA protocol Ψ for MWNs is AKE-secure if AdvAKE
(A)
Ψ
is negligible for any polynomial-time adversary.
4.2

Security theory

In this subsection, we analyze the security of the proposed AHA protocol for MWNs in the above security
model. The following lemmas and theories are proposed to demonstrate that the proposed protocol is
secure enough for practical applications.
Lemma 1. No adversary can violate the MN-to-AP authentication of the proposed AHA protocol if
the CDH problem in G1 is hard.
Proof. Suppose that the adversary A could violate the MN-to-AP authentication of the proposed AHA
protocol with a non-negligible probability ϵ. We will demonstates a simulator S could solve the CDH
problem in G1 by running A as a subroutine.
Given an instance (P, a · P, b · P ) of the CDH problem, S’s goal is to compute aḃṖ . To realize the goal,
S picks a random number y ∈ Zq∗ and sets PX ← a · P , Q ← b · P and PY ← y · P . S randomly selects
IDMNI and answers A’s queries according to the following description.
• ĥ(m). S maintains a list Lĥ initialized empty. Upon receiving the query with the message m, S
veriﬁes if (m, r) exists in Lĥ . If yes, S transmits r to A; otherwise, S randomly picks r ∈ {0, 1}l , stores
(m, r) in Lĥ and transmits r to A.
• hi (mi ). S maintains a list Lhi initialized empty, where i = 1, . . . , 6. Upon receiving the query with
the message mi , S checks if a tuple (mi , ri ) exists in Lhi . If yes, S transmits ri to A; otherwise, S
randomly picks ri ∈ Zq∗ , stores (mi , ri ) in Lhi and transmits ri to A.
• CreateMN(IDMNi ). S maintains a list LMN initialized empty. Upon receiving the query with
MNi ’s identity IDMNi , S checks if a tuple (IDMNi , PIDMNi , rMNi , RMNi , sMNi ) exists in LMN . If yes,
S transmits RMNi to A; otherwise, S checks if IDMNi and IDMNI are equal. If yes, S randomly picks
rMNi , αMNi , PIDMNi ∈ Zq∗ , computes RMNi = rMNi · P , stores (IDMNi , PIDMNi , rMNi , RMNi , ⊥) in LMN
and inserts (PIDMNi , RMNi , αMNi ) into Lh1 ; otherwise, S randomly picks sMNi , αMNi , PIDMNi ∈ Zq∗ ,
computes RMNi = sMNi · P − αMNi · PX , stores (IDMNi , PIDMNi , ⊥, RMNi , sMNi ) in LMN and inserts
(PIDMNi , RMNi , αMNi ) into Lh1 . At last, S transmits RMNi to A.
• CreateAP(IDAPj ). S maintains a list LAP initialized empty. Upon receiving the query with APj ’s
identity IDAPj , S checks if a tuple (IDAPj , SAPj ) exists in LAP . If yes, S transmits IDAPj to A; otherwise,
S randomly picks rAPj ∈ Zq∗ and computes SAPj = y+r1AP · P . S stores (IDAPj , SAPj ) and (IDAPj , rAPj )
j
in LAP and Lh2 separately.
• Send(Πφ
Γ , m). Upon receiving the query with the message m, S checks if Γ and MNI are equal; If
not, S acts based on the presentation of the proposed AHA protocol; otherwise (Γ = MNI ), S checks if
−1
m =“start”. If yes, S randomly picks aMNi , tMNi , βMNi ∈ Zq∗ , computes AMNi = βMN
(a · P − RMNi −
i
tMNi
αMNi · PX ), BMNi = aMNi · Q, CMNi = g
, DMNi = tMNi · (PY + h2 (IDAPj ) · P ) and EMNi =
ĥ(CMNi ) ⊕ (PIDMNi , RMNi , AMNi , BMNi ). At last, S transmits {DMNi , EMNi , TSMNi } to A.
φ
• Reveal(Πφ
Γ ). Upon receiving the query, S transmits the session key produced in ΠΓ to A.
• CorruptMN(IDMNi ). S checks if IDMNi and IDMNI are equal. If not, S looks up the list LMN for
the tuple (IDMNi , PIDMNi , rMNi , RMNi , sMNi ) and transmits (RMNi , sMNi ) to A; otherwise, S aborts the
game.
• CorruptAP(IDAPj ). S looks up the list LAP for the tuple (IDAPj , SAPj ) and transmits SAPj to A;
Finally, A outputs a legal message {DMNi , EMNi , TSMNi } corresponding to the mobile node MNi with
′
,
the identity IDMNi . According to the forking lemma [32], A outputs another legal message {DMNi , EMN
i
TSMNi } if diﬀerent one hash function h1 is used in the game. Due to the validity of the above two
messages, we can get the following two equations:
e(BMNi , P ) = e(RMNi + αMNi · PX + βMNi · AMNi , Q),

(5)

′
′
e(BMN
, P ) = e(RMNi + αMN
· PX + βMNi · AMNi , Q).
i
i

(6)
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According to above two equations, we can get that
′
e(BMNi − BMN
,P) =
i

e(BMNi , P )
e(RMNi + αMNi · PX + βMNi · AMNi , Q)
=
′
′
e(BMN
,
P
)
e(R
MNi + αMNi · PX + βMNi · AMNi , Q)
i

′
′
= e((αMNi − αMN
) · PX , Q) = e((αMNi − αMN
) · a · P, b · P )
i
i
′
= e((αMNi − αMN
) · a · b · P, P ).
i

(7)

′
′
Then, S outputs (αMNi − αMN
)−1 · (BMNi − BMN
) as the answer of the given CDH problem. The
i
i
probability that S can solve the CDH problem is elaborated as follows. Three events related to the
probability are listed as below.
• E1 . S does not abort in CorruptMN-queries.
• E2 . IDMNI and IDMNi are equal.
• E3 . A produces a valid login message.
Let qh1 and qc be the numbers of h1 -queries and CorruptMN-queries respectively. We can get Pr[E1 ] >
(1− qh1 )qc , Pr[E2 |E1 ] > qh1 and Pr[E3 |E1 ∧E2 ] > ϵ. Then, probability that S can solve the CDH problem
1
1
is

Pr[E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3 ] = Pr[E3 |E1 ∧ E2 ] · Pr[E2 |E1 ] · Pr[E1 ]
(
)qc
(1 − qh1 )qc
1
1
1
> 1−
·
·ϵ=
· ϵ.
q h1
q h1
qh1

(8)

Due to the non-negligibility of ϵ, we can conclude that S is able to address the CDH problem with
a non-negligible probability. This contradicts with the hardness of the CDH problem. Therefore, no
adversary can violate the MN-to-AP authentication of the proposed AHA protocol.
Lemma 2. No adversary can violate the AP-to-MN authentication of the proposed AHA protocol if
the k-mBIDH problem is hard.
Proof. Suppose that the adversary A could violate the AP-to-MN authentication of the proposed AHA
protocol with a non-negligible probability ϵ. We will show that a simulator S could solve the k-mBIDH
problem in G1 by running A as a subroutine.
1
1
1
Given an instance P, y · P ∈ G1 z · P ∈ G1 , α1 , α2 , . . . , αk ∈ Zq∗ , y+α
· P, y+α
· P, . . . , y+α
· P of the
1
2
k
z

k-mBIDH problem, S’s goal is to compute e(P, P ) y+α for some α ∈
/ {α1 , α2 , . . . , αk }. To realize the goal,
S picks a random number x ∈ Zq∗ and sets PX ← x · P and PY ← y · P . S selects IDAPJ as the challenge
identity and answers ĥ(m)-query, hi (mi )-query (i = 1, . . . , 6) and Reveal-query as it does in the above
lemma. S also answers other queries according to the following description.
• CreateMN(IDMNi ). S maintains a list LMN initialized empty. Upon receiving the query with MNi ’s
identity IDMNi , S veriﬁes if (IDMNi , PIDMNi , RMNi , sMNi ) exists in LMN . If yes, S transmits RMNi
to A; otherwise, S picks a random number rMNi ∈ Zq∗ and computes RMNi = rMNi · P , PIDMNi =
h1 (RMNi , x) ⊕ IDMNi , αMNi = h2 (PIDMNi , RMNi ) and sMNi = rMNi + αMNi · x mod q. At last, S stores
(IDMNi , PIDMNi , RMNi , sMNi ) in LMN and transmits RMNi to A.
• CreateAP(IDAPj ). S maintains a list LAP initialized empty. Upon receiving the query with APj ’s
identity IDAPj , S checks if a tuple (IDAPj , αj , SAPj ) exists in LAP . If yes, S transmits IDAPj to A.
Otherwise, S checks if IDAPj and IDAPJ are equal. If not, S randomly selects αj ∈ {α1 , α2 , . . . , αk }
1
and stores (IDAPj , αj , y+α
· P ) and (IDAPj , αj ) in LAP and Lh3 respectively. Otherwise (IDAPj =
j
IDAPJ ), S randomly selects α ∈
/ {α1 , α2 , . . . , αk }, and stores (IDAPJ , α, ⊥) and (IDAPJ , α) in LAP and
Lh3 respectively
• Send(Πφ
Γ , m). Upon receiving the query with the message m, S checks if Γ and APJ are equal;
If yes, S aborts the game; otherwise, S checks if the equation IDΓ = IDMNi holds and Γ’s partner is
APJ . If not, S acts based on the presentation of our proposed AHA protocol; otherwise, S randomly
picks aMNi ∈ Zq∗ , CMNi ∈ {0, 1}l and sets DMNi ← z · P . S computes AMNi = aMNi · P , βMNi =
h4 (IDAPj , PIDMNi , RMNi , AMNi , TSMNi ), BMNi = (sMNi + βMNi · aMNi ) · Q and EMNi = ĥ(CMNi ) ⊕
(PIDMNi , RMNi , AMNi , BMNi ). At last, S transmits the login message {DMNi , EMNi , TSMNi } to A.
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• CorruptMN(IDMNi ). S looks up the list LMN for the tuple (IDMNi , PIDMNi , rMNi , RMNi , sMNi ) and
transmits (RMNi , sMNi ) to A.
• CorruptAP(IDAPj ). S checks if IDAPj and IDAPJ are equal. If yes, S aborts the game; otherwise,
S looks up the list LAP for the tuple (IDAPj , SAPj ) and transmits SAPj to A;
Finally, A outputs a response message {CAPj , Auth} corresponding to APj with the identity IDAPj .
S randomly picks a tuple (DMNi , EMNi , TSMNi , CMNi , CAPj , KAPj , Auth) in the list Lh5 and outputs
z

1
· P, z · P ) = e(P, P ) y+αj as the solution of the given k-mBIDH problem.
CMNi = e(SAPj , DMNi ) = e( y+α
j
The probability that S can solve the k-mBIDH problem is elaborated as follows. Three events related to
the probability are listed as below:
• E1 . S does not abort in the CorruptMN-queries or Send-queires.
• E2 . IDAPJ and IDAPj are equal.
• E3 . A outputs a legal login message.
Let qh3 , qc and qs denote the numbers of h3 -queries, CorruptMN-queries and Send-queires respective.
We can get Pr[E1 ] > (1 − qh1 )qc +qs , Pr[E2 |E1 ] > qh1 and Pr[E3 |E1 ∧ E2 ] > ϵ. Then, probability that S
3
3
can solve the k-mBIDH problem is

Pr[E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3 ] = Pr[E3 |E1 ∧ E2 ] · Pr[E2 |E1 ] · Pr[E1 ]
(
)qc +qs
(1 − qh1 )qc +qs
1
1
3
> 1−
·
·ϵ=
· ϵ.
qh3
q h3
qh3

(9)

Due to the non-negligibility of ϵ, we can conclude that S is able to address the k-mBIDH problem with
a non-negligible probability. This contradicts with the hardness of the k-mBIDH problem. Therefore, no
adversary can violate the AP-to-MN authentication of the proposed AHA protocol.
According to the above two lemmas, we can get the following theory for the security of the proposed
AHA protocol.
Theory 1. The proposed AHA protocol for MWNs is MA-secure if the CDH problem and k-mBIDH
problem are hard.
We also have the following theory for the AKE-security of the proposed AHA protocol for MWNs.
Theory 2. The proposed AHA protocol for MWNs is AKE-secure if the CDH problem is hard.
The proof of the theory is similar to Theory 2 in [30]. To save space, we will not present its details
here.
4.3

Analysis of security and privacy

(1) Mutual authentication. Two Lemmas in this paper show that the adversary against the proposed
AHA protocol cannot produce a valid login or response message. Then, MNi and APj can authenticate
the other party by checking the legality of received response message and login message respectively.
Therefore, the proposed AHA protocol can support the mutual authentication.
(2) User anonymity. MNi ’s pseudo-identity PIDMNi = h1 (RMNi , x) ⊕ IDMNi is transmitted to
APj in the login message {DMNi , EMNi , TSMNi }. A malicious APj can extract PIDMNi by computing
CMNi = e(SAPj , DMNi ) and (PIDMNi , RMNi , AMNi , BMNi ) = ĥ(CMNi )⊕EMNi . However, it cannot extract
IDMNi from PIDMNi because it does not know the system private key x. Moreover, a general adversary
even cannot extract PIDMNi from EMNi because it does not have APj ’s private key SAPj . Therefore, the
proposed AHA protocol can support the user anonymity.
(3) Non-traceability. The adversary can intercept the login message {DMNi , EMNi , TSMNi }. However, he/she cannot trace MNi ’s behavior according to the intercepted message because MNi generate
new random numbers to avoid producing constant value. Therefore, the proposed AHA protocol can
support the non-traceability.
(4) Conditional privacy preservation. The authentication server can extract MNi ’s identity by
1
computing SAPj = y+h3 (ID
· P , CMNi = e(SAPj , DMNi ), (PIDMNi , RMNi , AMNi , BMNi ) = ĥ(CMNi ) ⊕
AP )
j

EMNi and IDMNi = h1 (RMNi , x) ⊕ PIDMNi . Therefore, the proposed AHA protocol can support the
conditional privacy preservation.
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Security and function comparisons

Tsai et al.’s

Wang and Hu’s

He et al.’s

The proposed

protocol [16]

protocol [17]

protocol [18]

protocol

R−1

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

R−2

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

R−3

No

No

No

Yes

R−4

No

No

No

Yes

R−5

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

R−6

No

No

No

Yes

R−7

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(5) Session key establishment. Based on the presentation of the proposed AHA protocol, both MNi
and APj produce a session key h6 (PIDMNi , IDAPj , CMNi , CAPj , g tMNi ·tAPj ) after executing the protocol.
Therefore, the proposed AHA protocol can support the session key establishment.
(6) Perfect forward secrecy. To get the session key skMNi = h6 (PIDMNi , IDAPj , CMNi , CAPj ,
tMNi ·tAPj
g
) produced in a previous session, the adversary has to extract g tMNi ·tAPj from g tMNi and g tAPj ,
i.e., he/she has to address the CDH problem. Because the CDH problem is hard, the proposed AHA
protocol can support the perfect forward secrecy.
(7) Scalability. The authentication server can extract MNi ’s real identity by computing SAPj =
1
y+h3 (IDAP ) · P , CMNi = e(SAPj , DMNi ), (PIDMNi , RMNi , AMNi , BMNi ) = ĥ(CMNi ) ⊕ EMNi and IDMNi =
j

h1 (RMNi , x) ⊕ PIDMNi . The computation cost of the process does not increase with the growth of mobile
notes. Therefore, the proposed AHA protocol can support the scalability.
(8) Attack resistance. We show that the proposed AHA protocol can withstand existing attacks.
The analysis is presented as follows.
• Impersonation attack. Two Lemmas in this paper show that the adversary against the proposed
AHA protocol cannot produce a valid login or response message. Then, no adversary can impersonate the
mobile node or the access point. Therefore, the proposed AHA protocol can withstand the impersonation
attack.
• Replay attack. The mobile node or the access point produce new random number tMNi and tAPj
in each session and use them to produce a message authentication code or a digital signature. Then, any
replay of previous messages can be detected by checking the freshness of received message. Therefore,
the proposed AHA protocol can withstand the replay attack.
• Modiﬁcation attack. A message authentication code or a digital signature is produced by MNi
and APj to ensure integrity of the message. Then, any malicious modiﬁcation of the message can be
detected by MNi or APj . Therefore, the proposed AHA protocol can withstand the modiﬁcation attack.
• Stolen veriﬁer table attack. Based on the description, we know no veriﬁer table is involved in
the proposed AHA protocol. Therefore, the proposed AHA protocol can withstand the stolen veriﬁer
table attack.
• Man-in-the-middle attack. According to the above analysis, the mutual authentication can be
achieved after the execution of the proposed AHA. Therefore, the proposed AHA protocol can withstand
the man-in-the-middle attack.
4.4

Security comparisons

To show the security advantages of the proposed AHA protocol, we present security comparisons between
the proposed AHA protocol and three latest AHA protocols [16–18]. Let R − 1, R − 2, R − 3, R − 4,
R −5, R −6, R −7, and R −8 denote mutual authentication, user anonymity, non-traceability, conditional
privacy preservation, session key establishment, perfect forward secrecy and attack resistance respectively.
The security comparisons are listed in Table 1.
From Table 1, we can get that the previous three AHA protocols [16–18] can provide none of nontraceability, conditional privacy preservation and perfect forward secrecy. The proposed AHA protocol
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The system conﬁgurations

Processor

Frequency

Memory

Operating system

Samsung galaxy S5

Quad-core

2.45 GHz

2 GB

Android 4.4.2

Dell Inspiron 3647

I5-4460S

2.90 GHz

4 GB

Window 8

Table 3

The running time of related operations (ms)

TBP

TMTP

TSM

TPA

TEXP

TMUL

TH

Mobile node

32.713

33.582

13.405

0.081

2.249

0.008

0.056

Access point

5.427

5.493

2.165

0.013

0.339

0.001

0.007

can satisfy all seven security and function requirements. Therefore, the proposed AHA protocol is more
secure than those three protocols.

5

Performance analysis

In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed AHA protocol. We also compare its computation cost and communication cost with that of three latest AHA protocols [16–18].
The Ate pairing has been widely used in the identity-based public key cryptography. Therefore, we use
it to evaluate the performance of the proposed AHA protocol and related AHA protocols. To achieve the
convincing security, we use a Ate pairing e deﬁned on a super singular elliptic curve E(Fp ), where E(Fp )
deﬁned on the ﬁnite ﬁeld Fp with order q and the size of p and q are 512 bits and 160 bits respectively.
5.1

Computation cost

We analyze and compare the computation costs of the proposed AHA protocol and related AHA protocols.
For convenience, we deﬁne some notations about the running time. Let BP, MTP, SM, PA, EXP, MUL and
GH denote the bilinear paring operation, the map-to-point hash operation in G1 , the scalar multiplication
operation in G1 , the point addition operation in G1 , the exponentiation operation operation in G2 , the
multiplication operation in G2 and the general hash function operation.
We established an experiment platform using a mobile device and a personal computer, whose system
conﬁgurations are listed in Table 2. We use the mobile device and the personal computer to simulate the
mobile node and access point respectively and get the exact running time of those operations based on
the MIRACL library. The running time is listed in Table 3 [30], where Tope denotes the running time of
the ope operation.
Based on the above implementation results, we analyze and compare the computation cost of related
AHA protocols. The comparisons among related protocols are listed in Table 4, where n denotes the
number of received login messages by the access point simultaneously.
MNi in Tsai et al.’s AHA protocol [16] has to carry out one BP operation, one MTP operation,
three SM operations, one PA operation and two GH operations. Therefore, MNi ’s running time is
TBP + TMTP + 3 · TSM + TPA + TH = 32.713 + 33.582 + 3 × 13.405 + 0.081 + 2 × 0.056 = 106.703 ms.
APj in Tsai et al.’s AHA protocol [16] needs to execute (n + 2) BP operation, n MTP operations,
n SM operations, (2n − 2) PA operation and 2n GH operations. Therefore, APj ’s running time is
(n + 2) · TBP + n · TMTP +n·TSM + (2n − 2) · TPA + 2n · TH = (n + 2) · 5.427 + n · 5.493 + n · 2.165 + (2n −
2) · 0.013 + 2n · 0.007 = (13.125 · n + 10.828) ms.
MNi in Wang and Hu’s AHA protocol [17] needs to execute one BP operation, one MTP operation,
three SM operations, one PA operation and two GH operations. Therefore, MNi ’s running time is
TBP + TMTP + 3 · TSM + TPA + TH = 32.713 + 33.582 + 3 × 13.405 + 0.081 + 2 × 0.056 = 106.703 ms. APj
in Wang and Hu’s AHA protocol [17] needs to execute (n + 2) BP operation, n MTP operations, n SM
operations, n PA operation and 2n GH operations. Therefore, APj ’s running time is (n + 2) · TBP + n ·
TMTP +n·TSM + n · TPA + 2n · TH = (n + 2) · 5.427 + n · 5.493 + n · 2.165 + n · 0.013 + 2n · 0.007 = (13.112 · n+
10.854) ms.
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The comparisons of computation cost (ms)

Tsai et al.’s

Wang and Hu’s

He et al.’s

The proposed
protocol

protocol [16]

protocol [17]

protocol [18]

Mobile node

106.703

106.703

93.298

58.479

Access point

13.125 · n + 10.828

13.112 · n + 10.854

13.138 · n + 16.242

12.694 · n + 12.857

MNi in He et al.’s AHA protocol [18] needs to execute one BP operation, one MTP operation, two SM
operations, one PA operation and two GH operations. Therefore, MNi ’s running time is TBP + TMTP + 2 ·
TSM + TPA + TH = 32.713 + 33.582 + 2 × 13.405 + 0.081 + 2 × 0.056 = 93.298 ms. APj in He et al.’s AHA
protocol [17] needs to execute (n + 3) BP operation, n MTP operations, n SM operations, (3n − 3) PA
operation and 2n GH operations. Therefore, APj ’s running time is (n + 3) · TBP + n · TMTP + n · TSM +
(3n − 3) · TPA + 2n · TH = (n + 3) · 5.427 + n · 5.493 + n · 2.165 + (3n − 3) · 0.013 + 2n · 0.007 = (13.138 · n+
16.242) ms.
MNi in the proposed AHA protocol [18] needs to execute four SM operations, one PA operation, two
EXP operations and ﬁve GH operations. Therefore, MNi ’s running time is 4·TSM +TPA +2·TEXP +5·TH =
4 × 13.405 + 0.081 + 2 × 2.249 + 5 × 0.056 = 58.479 ms. APj in the proposed AHA protocol [17] needs to
execute (n+2) BP operation, (n+1) SM operations, (4n−2) PA operation, 2n EXP operations and 5n GH
operations. Therefore, APj ’s running time is (n+2)·TBP +(n+1)·TSM +(4n−2)·TPA +2n·TEXP +5n·TH =
(n + 2) × 5.427 + (n + 1) · 2.165 + (4n − 2) · 0.081 + 2n × 2.249 + 5n × 0.056 = (12.694 · n + 12.857) ms.
According to the above comparisons of computation cost, we know that the proposed AHA protocol
has much less running time than three latest AHA protocols [16–18] in both sides of the mobile node and
the access point.
5.2

Communication cost

In this subsection, we analyze and compare the communication costs of the proposed AHA protocol and
three latest AHA protocols [16–18]. Because the size of p is 512 bits, then the size of an element in G1
and G2 is 1024 bits. Let the sizes of the general hash function’s output, the length of the pseudo identity
and the timestamp be 160 bits, 128 bits and 32 bits separately.
MNi and APj in Tsai et al.’s AHA protocol [16] sends {PIDMNi , RMNi , SMNi , TSMNi } and {PIDMNi ,
Auth} to the other side, where PIDMNi is the pseudo identity, RMNi , SMNi are two elements in G1 ,
TSMNi is the current timestamp and Auth is an output of the general hash function. Therefore, the
communication cost of Tsai et al.’s AHA protocol [16] is 128 + 1024 + 1024 + 32 + 128 + 160 = 2496 bits.
MNi and APj in Wang and Hu’s AHA protocol [17] sends {PIDMNi , RMNi , σMNi , TSMNi } and {PIDMNi ,
Auth} to the other side, where PIDMNi is the pseudo identity, RMNi , σMNi are two elements in G1 ,
TSMNi is the current timestamp and Auth is an output of the general hash function. Therefore, the
communication cost of Wang and Hu’s AHA protocol [17] is 128 + 1024 + 1024 + 32 + 128 + 160 =
2496 bits.
MNi and APj in He et al.’s AHA protocol [18] sends {PIDMNi , RMNi , SMNi , TSMNi } and {PIDMNi ,
Auth} to the other side, where PIDMNi is the pseudo identity, RMNi , SMNi are two elements in G1 ,
TSMNi is the current timestamp and Auth is an output of the general hash function. Therefore, the
communication cost of He et al.’s AHA protocol [16, 18] is 128 + 1024 + 1024 + 32 + 128 + 160 =
2496 bits.
MNi and APj in the proposed AHA protocol sends {DMNi , EMNi , TSMNi } and {CAPj , Auth} to the
other side, where EMNi = ĥ(CMNi ) ⊕ (PIDMNi , RMNi , AMNi , BMNi ), RMNi , AMNi , BMNi , DMNi are four
elements in G1 , CAPj is an element in G2 , TSMNi is the current timestamp and Auth is an output of
the general hash function. Therefore, the communication cost of the proposed AHA protocol [16, 18] is
128 + 1024 + 1024 + 1024 + 1024 + 32 + 1024 + 160 = 5440 bits.
According to the above comparisons, we know that the proposed AHA protocol increases the communication cost. The reason for the increases is that APj in the proposed AHA protocol generates a random
nonce and sends CAPj = g tAPj to MNi for achieving the perfect forward secrecy. It is worthy to achieve
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the important security attribute at the cost of increasing computation cost only.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we outline the security requirements of anonymous handover authentication protocol for
MWNs, and propose a new protocol to address problems existing in previous protocols. Security analysis
demonstrates that the proposed AHA protocol is secure against various attacks and can meet security requirements from practical applications. Concrete experiments on a concrete platform using the MIRACL
library show that the proposed protocol has much less running time than three latest protocols [16–18].
It is still a pity that the proposed protocol has higher communication cost than those three protocols.
How to reduce communication cost is our future work.
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